Finance of Local Government
transition from the cdwarP to the 'moderate size' class, and she is
also losing her old character of a residential university city, in which
one great body of ratepayers—the university and colleges—were
content to contribute much to, and use little of, local services. But the
process of growth is certainly itself very expensive. It involves a rapid
but almost necessarily piecemeal and unco-ordinated increase of
administrative staff; it makes necessary heavy expenditure on town
planning, and on the making and improving of roads; it means the
erection of numerous schools and other buildings planned on a
larger scale than is immediately necessary; and it usually also means
the costly enlargement of existing municipal buildings, sources of
water-supply, arrangements for sewage disposal, and the like. In all
these matters it pays in the end to take a long view and to plan for
the future; but the immediate results of doing so are heavy capital
expenditures, the charges on which must be for some time met by a
population smaller than that which will ultimately benefit from them.
It may well be that, when the size of Oxford ultimately becomes
stable, the city will be better and more cheaply governed than when
it was a small town of 50,000 people; but the intervening period can
hardly be anything but expensive.
In districts which are truly rural the needs for public services are
clearly limited, and it may be possible to meet them with almost as
small an expenditure per unit of service rendered as in the towns.1
But the small town, such as Abingdon, which needs almost all the
sendees of a large urban area, but which cannot spread their cost
widely, is bound to be expensive to govern; and the suburban area.,
now so characteristic of the Oxford district, is the most costly of all.
It needs most of the urban services though its population is still
thin; it has to face the problem of heavy initial capital expenditure;
and it has to choose between improvising at heavy cost its own water,
sewerage, and lighting services or of running some risk of exploita-
tion through high charges if it draws on those of the neighbouring
town. The cost of government in the suburban areas is the most
pressing financial problem of the Survey Area in the present and for-
seeable future.
Revenue.
The great expansion of local expenditure has been accompanied
by very considerable changes in the sources of revenue from which
1 The main complicating feature is the necessity for maintaining main roads, whose
users are for the most part not local residents; this duty has, however, in 1937 been
taken over in part by me central government

